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NON HOMOGENEOUS PARALLEL COMPUTATIONS






We investigate the effect of non-deterministic execution times upon the "speed-up"
factor in the parallel execution of algorithms. This investigation has been triggered by
the observation reported in [8] concerning modeling of the Schwartz splitting algo-
rithm for the numerical solution of partial differential equations. While the modeling
of an unsynchronized execution leads to a very high processor utilization, requiring
synchronization conditions results in a considerably lower level of perfonnance. In
this paper we show that this effect is quite general for nonhomogeneous parallel com~
putations.
We consider a set of computations that may be executed in parallel and which are related
but not homogeneous. That is, there are differences in me execution times of the computations.
We focus our attention on the affects of imposing synchronization upon such computations and
show that this can result in a substantial penalty to the performance of parallel computations.
The potential for high performance in terms of execution times is the strong motivation for
parallel computations. Consequently, the modeling and stochastic analysis of different aspects of
parallel processing is the subject of much research, see, for example, [1] and [5]. Great attention
has been given to the effects of initializing parallel computations and the resultant "start-up
times" for vector and parallel computations. We focus instead on the effects of tenninating
parallel computations, especially the result of synchronization at the termination. If the computa-
tions are homogeneous (all require the same execution time) then synchronization is often com-
plete and "free". Obviously, if one synchronizes a set of parallel computations where one takes
a thousand times as long as the rest, then there will be a very low average processor utilization, as
all but processors wait for the slow one to finish.
Our investigation has been triggered by our analysis [8], [9] of the Schwartz splitting algo-
rithm. We show that asynchronous execution leads [Q very high processor utilization while even
partial synchronization (which is natural for mis algorithm) leads to a considerably lower level of
performance. We believe this algorithm to be represenrative of many realistic applications which
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have the following property: Synchronization makes the computation easier to understand.
easier to control and is natural to use, yet asynchronous execution is perfectly feasible and might
even be advantageous independently of the algorithm's performance in a parallel computing
environmelll. In view of the substantial penalty for synchronization, the asynchronous perfor-
mance of such algorithms should be carefully considered.
While the architecture of a parallel machine and the implementation of the primitive paral-
lel functions and services are extremely important, other inherent aspects of parallel computations
can have an equally important effect on performance. One of these is the non-homogeneous or
non-deterministic nature of the computations done in parallel. We analyze the situation where
the execution times of the parallel computations are independent, identically distributed random
variables and show how synchronization adversely affects overall processor utilization. The
results for non-homogeneous computations then follow from these results, but one can hope to
improve the situation for non-homogeneous computations once one understands the problem.
2. TOTAL SYNCHRONIZATION
2.1 Introduction
Consider a computation e which at time to is forked into n subcomputations e1 ' ... , en
which are executed in parallel using n processors. The execution times of e h e2 ' ...• C n are
independent random variables X 1 ' ...• Xn • The computations have to be synchronized in the





We want to detennine the average length of the synchronization epoch defined as
Ts = E [t1 - to]
and the average processor utilization for the duration of the epoch, defined as
T.f ('I - W(f»)dt
U = -':0"--'-_--""--
n Ts





U=l---x] Wel)dtn Ts 0
(2.1.3)
with W (t) the average number of processors idle at time t. If computation C consists of N syn-
chronization epochs each of average length Ts,i and with the average processor utilization U j ,
then overall processor utilization associated with C is
1 N
U = - "<' (Ts - . u-)CT,£.J,II
C j""l
(2.1.4)
with Tc the total time necessary to carry out C .
There are virtually no experimental srudies of the distribution of execution times for dif-
ferent parallel numerical algorithms and their implementation on multiprocessor systems. Conse-
quently we'll investigate several distributions. The uniform distribution and the standard normal
distribution are intuitively very appealing. The exponential distribution is investigated since
analytical models of program execution are often based upon Markov models. Finally phase type
distributions lead to more accurate models but closed fonn solutions are more difficult to obtain.
2.2 The Average Length of a Synchronization Epoch
If X), X z , ...• X" are n random variables each representing the execution time of Cj on
Pi, i E [1, n] then the length of a synchronization epoch is a random variable, T" defined as
-(D~Ij
When X 10 Xz •... , X" are independent and have a common distribution, Fx(t) then the distribu-
tion function ofT" is given by (see [3]) the expression
FT.(t) = [ Fx(t) ] •
and the expected value ofT" is given by
Ts =E(T,,) = n f I Fi,,~l)(t) dFx(t)
o
2.3 The Average Processor Utilization
(2.2.2)
(2.2.3)
Consider a synchronization epoch of average length Ts and width n (n processors execute




W(t) = L k W,(t)
k=l
(2.3.1)
Here Wk(t) is the probability that at time t, k processors are idle and n-k are running, which is
the probability that exactly k random variables Xi lie in the interval (a, t] and (n-k) lie in the
interval [t I + 00).
When the execution times are independent, identically distributed RV 's. X I , ... , Xfl • then
Wk(t) is given by
W,(t) = [ zJ F{(t) (1 - Fx(t)r'
In this case the average processor utilization can be expressed as
1 T.
U = - f (1 - Fx(t») dtTs 0
or
1 T.





.-- -- -rntuilively;-expression {2~3.3} makes'sen-se since r:.:.-PX(t) rs- the probabIl1ty that a-i>iocessorhas--
not finished by time t. A more rigorous proof follows
W(I) can be written as
The following identity is well known
[nJ n[II-IJ [n-lJk k = k k k-l = n k-l
It follows that for any a and b
(2.3.5)
(2.3.6)
a k - I b(II-1) - (k-l) = an (a + b)1I (2.3.7)




Again, expression (2.3.8) makes sense since the aver'dge number of processors idle at time t is
given by n . Pc [ a processor will finish by time t] = n . Fx{t). Hence the utilization can be
expressed as
2.4. The Uniform Distribution




A uniform distribution is used to model a random variable X about which little is known
except its range. In case of a uniform distribution the distribution function Fx{t) of the random
variable X, is
o t<a




and the expected value ofX is
1 b <: t
E(X)=a+b2 . (2.4.2)
Figure 2 shows the average number of active processors, when the execution time, has a uniform
distribution in [a,b], and when the width of me synchronization epoch is n.







1 fbTs =E(TIl)=n ---'-- t (t _a),,-l dt
(b - at a















Figure 2. The average Dumber of active processors. Uniform distribution, total synchronization
case.
We have used the fact mat
b
I = Jx(x - a)"-l dx =, (b-a)" [b _ b-a ]n n+I (2.4.6)
Note that Ts lies in the interval [ (a;b) ,b]. The worst case analysis for a uniform distribution
corresponds to the case of large n and then Ts = b as one can see from (2.4.6).




1 t -a 1 Ts
U=l--f--dt--f dt
Ts a b - a Ts b
(2.4.7)
·7 .
u = _I [b+a]
Ts 2
Using Ts given by (2.4.6) the average processoTutilization can be expressed as
(2.4.8)
u= (a+b)x(n+l)
2(a +n xb) (2.4.9)
n 2 3 5 10 50 100 500 1000 10000
log n 0.301 0.477 0.698 1.0 1.698 2.0 2.698 3.0 4.0
k ~0.95 99.15 98.73 98.31 97.94 97.59 97.54 97.50 97.50 97.50
k ~ 0.85 97.36 96.10 93.77 92.77 92.63 92.52 92.51 92.51 92.50
k ~0.75 95.45 93.33 91.30 89.53 87.93 87.71 87.54 87.52 87.50
k ~0.65 93.39 90.41 87.61 85.21 83.07 82.78 82.55 82.52 82.50
k ~ 0.55 91.17 87.32 83.78 80.80 78.18 77.84 77.56 77.53 77.50
k ~ 0.45 88.77 84.05 79.81 76.31 73.29 72.89 72.51 72.53 72.50
k ~ 0.35 86.17 80.59 75.70 71.73 68.37 67.93 67.58 67.54 67.50
k ~0.25 83.33 76.92 71.42 67.07 63.43 62.96 62.59 62~54 .1;2.50- -
Table 1 - Processor utilization for Uniform distribution, total synchronization n is the number of
processors and k = : the parameter of the unifonn distribution.
Table 1 gives the processor utilization for 2 to 10,000 processors, for uniform distributions
with parameter k = alb in the range 0.95 to 0.25. The results are plotted in Figure 3. From this
figure we can observe that the average processor utilization is very sensitive to the parameter k of
the uniform distribution. For a given value of k the utilization is practically constant for
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Figure 3. The average utilization of a processor versus the number of processors for uniform
distribution of processing time in case of total synchronization.
2.5. The Normal Distribution
The nonna! distribution is generally used to represent quantities which are sums of a large
number of other quantities, by vinue of the central limit theorem.
The execution of the code inside a FORK/JOIN pair amounts to the execution of a number
of machine instructions. Let us consider the simplest case. when there are no 110 operations and
the computations carried out in parallel use the same code, but on different data. Each machine
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instruction has a random duration depending upon the actual value of the operands, the location
of the data, etc. Even in this case it is reasonable to assume a normal distribution of the execution
time inside the FORK/JOIN pair.






with lJ.. the mean and cr the variance of the distribution. There is no closed form for the distribu-
tion function
,
Fx(t) = Pr [X ,;; t J= fo[(x)dt (2.5.2)
When J.L = 0 and cr = I, we have the standard nonnal distribution with the distribution function
(2.5.3)
When the execution times have a standard normal distribution, we use the results of reference [7J
to establish the average length of a synchronization epoch as
Ts =E(T.) = (2 log n)~ - V,(2Iog nr~ x
[
-]-..---(2,504))----
x (log log n + log 4" - 2C) + 0 (log nrl
Here C = 0.577 is the Euler's constant. Figure 4 shows the average number of active processors
as a function of time.
In case of a nonnal distribution wilh cr = 1 the parameter b can be approximated by
b = 3.5. In this case F N(-b) = F N(b) = 0.0002.
We derive in Appendix A.I the following expression for the average processor utilization








The average processor utilization as well as the values of Ts are given in Table 2 for the (J.l,I)
normal distribution, and for 10 to 10,000 processors.
The average processor utilization function of the number of processors is shown in Figure 5.
One can observe a slight increase of utilization as the number of processors increases, for small
values of the average execution time, Jl. For large values of j.L (IL being the order of 100 times the
variance) the processor utilization is practically independent of J.l. Figure 6 shows the average









Figure 4. The average number of active processors for'a normal distribution.
---------_._-- ------------------ .-
n 10 50 100 500 1000 10000
log n 1 1.698 02 2.698 3 4
Ts 1.43358 1.7660 1.9110 2.2187 2.3409 2.7316
F N(Ts ) 0.9313 0.9616 0.9719 0.9868 0.9904 0.9968
Il~ 3.5 32.62 34.41 34.32 39.47 39.69 44.00
1l~4 38.82 40.10 39.87 44.36 44.44 48.16
1l~5 48.33 49.95 48.57 52.05 52.01 54.86
Il~ 10 70.92 70.64 70.16 71.67 71.45 72.59
Il~ 15 79.72 79.40 79.09 79.89 79.68 80.31
1l~5o 93.53 93.32 93.14 93.57 93.27 93.38
~ 100 96.72 96.60 96.51 96.61 96.55 96.60
Table 2. The average processor utilization for the normal distribution 0.1.,1).
2.6. The Exponential Distribution
The distribution function of the random variable X denoting the execution time of any
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Figure 5. The average utilization of a processor versus the number of processors for normal (Il,
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Figure 6. The average utilization of a processor versus the mean execution time (J,l) for 10 and
10,000 processors. The variance of the execution time is cr = 1.
·13·
Fx(t)=Pr[X:S;t]=l-e-i..t t~O
The expected value ofX is given by
-
E{X) = Jt dFx(t) = ~
o
The expected value of Tn is obtained by substituting (2.6.1) in definition (2.2.3)
-






Following the derivation carried out in Appendix, section A.2. we obtain the following expres-
sion for Ts
Ts = E{T.) = ~[ log n + C + 0(,,-1) ]
with C = 0.577 the Euler's constant.
When Fx(t) is given by (2.6.1), the expression for the average processor utilization,
becomes
Hence
with 'ATs equal to
1 fT' _". U = Ti-Jo-<-I=(l=e_.)).dE .__




1 1'ATs = 1 + - + - +2 3
+ _1_ = log n + C + O(n-l )
n-1
(2.6.7)
The results are tabulated in Table 3 and presented graphically in Figure 7. One can easily
observe that in case of exponential distribution, the average processor utilization does not depend
upon the average execution time (lIA.) and that it does decrease when the number of processors
increases.
- 14-
n 2 3 4 10 50 100 500 1,000 10,000
log n 0.301 0.477 0.69B 1.0 1.69B 2 2.69B 3 4
ATs 0.B7B 1.054 1.2759 1.577 2.276 2.577 3.276 3.577 4.577
U 66.55 61.80 56.49 50.31 39.42 35.85 29.37 27.17 21.62
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Figure 7. The average utilization of a processor versus the number of processors for the
exponential distribution of processing time in the total synchronization case
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3. PARTIAL SYNCHRONIZATION OF ORDER K
3.1 Introduction
Let us consider that there are n computations C I , ... , Gil executed in parallel. The syn-
chronization condition requires at least k computations Cj to complete.
IfX 1. X 2 , ... , XII are random variables denoting the execution time of C I to Cn , then let
us consider T h T 2 I •.• , Til to be random variables obtained by presenting the set
X 11 X2 •... , Xll so as to be in increasing order
(3.1.1)
Tn =max(X lt X 2 ,_ .. , Xn)
If Fx{t) is the distribution function of all Xj i E [1. n] then the distribution function of TJ:,
FTl(t) is
• [nJ [ J.-jFT.(t) =Pr[T, ~ t] =;; j Fx(tY 1 - Fx(t)
3.2 The Average Length ora Synchronization Epoch
Tk is the random variable denoting the duration of a synchronization epoch.
The average value ofTk is
Ts~ = E(T,) = f t dFT.(t).
o
3.3 The Average Processor Utilization
The average processor utilization is given by:
1 Ts).






3.4 The Uniform Distribution
In this case Fx{t} is given by equation (2.4.1) and Fr. can be expressed as
o fOl t < a
FT,= ±[~] F!«l) [l-Fx (t)]"-j for a ~t ~b
j=/c. J
(3.4.1)
In [a,b], FTl (l) has the value
1 for t > b
or
[
.!....=.!'.-] j [-"....=.!.-] "-j
b-a b-a
(3.4.2)
1 "[ n]FT1(t) = .r..
(b-a)" j=' }
Then integrating (3.2.1) we get
(t -aY (b -trj (3.4.3)
(3.4.3)
._--------, ,,------
E(T,) = f t dF,(t) = (bxFT,(b» - (axFT,(a» - fFT,(t) dl
Direct substitution shows that





E(T,) = b - -~I- j±[j]
(b - a)" a J=k
or
(l - aY(b - t)"-j
,
E(T,)=b- 1 ±[~]f(t-aY(b-t)"-jdl
(b - alII j=k ) a
The following equation is derived in Appendix A.4
,






E(T,)=b -(b -a) ±[~J au +I,n -j+l)
j=k. }
(b-a) • [nJ
E(Tk,)=b - r(n +2) j~ j r U+1)x r(l1_j+l)
But
( 'J J r(j+I) r(1I -j + 1) = n!
Hence
E(T ) - b b - a ~ r
,- - (n + I)! ~ n.
I"'k








When k = n we get
E(T,) b (b a)





3.5 The Exponential Distribution



















The synchronization and control of parallel algorithms raises a wealth of problems in areas
ranging from numerical analysis, to parallel languages design, communication in parallel sys-
tems, performance analysis, and other areas.
While the architecture of a multi-processor system and the implementation of the primitive
functions necessary for parallel processing are extremely imponaot, there are other inherent
aspects of parallel processing which can affect the overall performance of a parallel algorithm.
The effect examined in this paper is the impact of non-detenninistic execution times or non-
homogeneous computations done in parallel. Assuming that the execution times of parallel com-
putations are independent, identically distributed random variables, different processors will
finish their computations before others and if a synchronization condition is imposed they will be
idle for certain periods of time. This affects the overall processor utilization. Consequently the
"speedup" factor decreases.
A similar effect occurs when the execution times are deterministic but non-homogeneous
and unknown in advance. For example, iterations of a numerical algorithm might always take the
same time but different computations have execution times which are random variables. The
- 19-
analysis mode here aplies equally well to this situation and the slow down due to algorithm syn-
chronization is governed by the same fonnulas. However. in a non-homogeneous but determinis-
tic parallel computation we can attempt to alleviate the slow down by one of three techniques: 1)
load balancing, 2) accelerating certain slow pans of the algorithm, or 3) computing asynchro-
nously. We examine these techniques in a forthcoming paper.
We have presented a simple model of parallel computation and we have studied the impact
of algorithm synchronization upon the total execution time and the processor utilization. OUf
model of a parallel computation C recognizes a number of •'epochs" . An "epoch" E is a period
of time characterized by the size, n, of the group of subcomputations carried out in parallel, C 10
C2 •...• Cn;. the distribution function of the execution time of each Cj , and a certain relation-
ship describing the semantics of the execution of the group.
We have obtained formulas for the expected execution times and overall processor utiliza-
tion assuming the individual times are distributed uniformly, normally or exponentially. In the
more realistic case of uniform or normally distributed times, we see that the slow down due to
algorithm synchronization depends heavily on the parameters of the distribution but it becomes
independent of the number of processors.
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APPENDIX
A.I. The derivation of expression 2.4.5 for the aYerage processor utilization in case ofa (J..L, 1)
normal distribution.
By examining Figure 4, we can easily derive a slightly modified version for the average
processor utilization
T,
u= (J!-b)+ L FN(t)dt
J! + Ts
with
1 J' ,FN(t) = -- e-U.12 du
,ffji 0
Let us use the following definition for the probability integral








~",J<l>(ax) dx =x<l>(ax) + 'c
avx




J' • •<l>(ax) dx = Ts <l>a(Ts ) + b<l>(-ab) +~ -~~ ~x ~x
Now we'll show that
F N(t) = 'h <l>(t/,f}.)




If 1 2 -rrte-tl It du = - <I>(qI)o 2q
I
when q = ..J2 we get
r', .f1C
Jo e-u 12 du = -'f"2 <I> (r/.J2)
(A 1.6) results from (A 1.2) and (A 1.8).
Now we have to compute the integral
or using (A. 1.6)
T,
/ = 'n L <1l (t/..J2)
But according to A.2.5 we have
[ [ T; b']/ = 'h Ts <1l(Ts/..J2) + b<1l(-b/H) + ~e""2 _ e'-
------
Using again (A.I.5) we can transform the previous expression into
Now
For b = 3.5. FN (-b) = 0.0002 and we obtain the final expression
...g -T;2 -J1 + TsFN(Ts ) + - e 2 - 3.5











A.2. The derivation ofTs for the exponential distribution. total synchronization case.
The expected value of Tn is





Using the substibltion y = e-"Al we get
~ I














Substituting again x = y - 1 we get
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(A.2.9)
A.3. The Average length ofa synchronization epochjor the Er/ang distribution.
Let us now consider the case when each subcomputation consists of r sequential phases.
The duration of all phases are independent, identical, exponentially distributed random variables
wilh parameter 1...
In this case the distribution function of x is
,-I (At)'




E(T,) =" j [ I- 'i! (Att e-'" ]-;;=1 x (Ar)' e ~
o k=O k. (r - 1).





I - e-'" 'i! (Art] ,-I = 'i! (-11 [ "-:-1 J
k=O k. j=iJ J
Then we have
e-j '" [ 'i! (Ar~' ]
k=O k.
(A.3.4)
E(T ) " 'i! (-II [ "-:-1 J x ~J [ 'i! (Ar),' ] j e-"'U+I)(Ar)'dt
/I = (r I)! j:fJ J 0 k=O k.
For r=2 (A.3.5) becomes
(A.3.5)
(A.3.6)
,-I [IJ~ j [ 'J=" L (-II "-:- JL i
j=O J 0 ;=0
(A.3.7)
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- n'f xl1 e'"i1X dx = -'-o 1J.11+1






A.4. The derivation ofthe expression 3.4.7
We want to prove that
b












1= f [t(b-a)]i [(b-a)(I-t)J'-i (b-a)dt
o
1
= (b-at+1 Jri(l- tt-jdt
o






B (x,y) ~ f t.t-l(l_t)y-ldt
o
1= (b_a)II+1 BU+l, n-j+l)
(A.4.3)
(A.4.4)
I = (b_a)II+1 rU+l)r(n-j+l)
r(n+2)
(AA.5)
